May the #LegalTech be with us
GLTH is an initiative that brings together different operators related to the legal sector, with the objective of promoting and giving visibility to its digital transformation.

The hub was born with the desire to lead the field of legaltech both national and international level, from a privileged vision of the technology and from the best practices at global scale.

The hub is a reference and meeting point among legal professionals, startups, companies, institutions and academic world with the aim of writing the future of the legal industry leveraged on the technological innovation.

The hub is open to participation and is declared neutral from a professional point of view both professional (lawyers, notaries, registrars, etc.), and academic or technological.
Society is involved in a global process of digital transformation. The new digital tools and services are disrupting the legal sector. Understand digital transformation involves understanding how technology transforms the legal practice and the business model. The legal service business is being disrupted by new actors that are redefining how the legal services are distributed. Technologies like AI, the new conversational interfaces or the distributed blockchain technologies are pushing the boundaries of legal service production.

Vision

• Society is involved in a global process of digital transformation.
• The new digital tools and services are disrupting the legal sector.
• Understand digital transformation involves understanding how technology transforms the legal practice and the business model.
• The legal service business is being disrupted by new actors that are redefining how the legal services are distributed.
• Technologies like AI, the new conversational interfaces or the distributed blockchain technologies are pushing the boundaries of legal service production.
Mission

It is necessary for someone to lead and guide this transition process and do it from the business, academic and institutional areas.

We want to foster the development and success of the legal transformation across the world through these three actions:

- **Lead the change**: we aim to lead the transformation process of the legal industry. We will do it globally by promoting local chapters of the hub.

- **Knowledge community**: we bring together people around the industry to create and share knowledge.

- **Networking**: we connect relevant people around the world to make the legaltech industry a reality.
Our core values

- Be pioneers
- Innovate and thrive
- Build relationships
- Embrace the change
- Open to share
- Committed to become global
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What does GLTH offer?

The GLTH proposes its members to be part of a community of knowledge, a promotion and business platform with the goal of fostering innovation and collaboration in the sector.

- Boost branding and growth in the industry
- Give visibility to the company's brand image
- Connection with investors
- Help find financing
- Collaboration in Legal Tech projects
- Networking with top companies of the sector
- Attendance at exclusive events and expert talks
- Promote the digital transformation initiatives
- Be part of a collaborative and international LegalTech Hub
Line of action

1. Hub promotion

Promotion at national and international level of the hub.

- Partners recruitment
- Organization of events
- International Network and chapters of GLTH

2. Marketplace

Meeting point between technology providers of knowledge and companies seeking services legaltech

Co-creation startups-corporates-law firms
Annual corporate / startup event
3. Financing

Meeting point between investors and projects seeking financing:

- Specialized due diligence
- Specialized evaluations
- Business Angels Network
- Venture Day
Events

Annual Events
Once a year the GLTH will organize a major and exclusive event for all the partners and professionals of the Legal Tech sector.

Monthly Talks
Every month, top-level speakers will be invited to GLTHTalks to discuss topics about the future of the sector in the present world.
Let's Talk

Contact Us

info@hublegaltech.com

www.hublegaltech.com